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ABOUT
US

DS Creative was founded

with the aim of bringing

creativity into everyday

business operations and

provide unique, personal,

and reliable solutions.

Now more than ever,

having a strong online

presence is key to the

success of any business.

More people are spending

time online, making it that

bit easier to reach your

target audience And so,

every business deserves

the upmost of attention,

innovation, and creativity.

At DS Creative we close

the gap that can exist

between account

managers and their

clients’. Our work is fueled

with passion and backed

by action and results,

helping businesses grow

and expand to fill bigger

online shoes.

WHAT WE DO

Social Media Branding

Social Media Management

Professional Blogging

1:1 Coaching

At DS Creative we believe every

business should have access to

marketing managers that care. We

believe there is no question to simple or

solution too impossible. 

We provide a range of digital services

such as:

WE WOULD LIKE
TO MAKE THE
DIGITAL WORLD
A MORE
CREATIVE SPACE

www.dscreativemarketing.com



Hustle is 

the name of 

the game

Tips to take your business

to the next level

There are a range of
proactive things you can do
and steps you can
implement for your business
when things have slowed
down or the world around
you is evolving.

SET YOURSELF UP FOR
SUCCESS.



WEBSITE

 

Website Audit
Conducting a website audit will help
you figure out what areas of your site
need some extra TLC, such as banners,
descriptions, navigation etc.

About Us
Stop neglecting your "about us" section
on your website. People want to know
about the brand they are buying from.
A comprehensive and personal "about
us" section can help develop a
relationship with potential customers.

Blogging
Consider adding a blog section to your
website. Increase engagement,
credibility and keep them coming back
to your site for more!

Email newsletters
Set up and integrate your mail chimp
account to your website to start
building a customer database and
reaching customers through their
email!



SOCIAL
MEDIA

 

Stay Consistent
Remain consistent on your social media
platforms. Stick to a posting schedule
you main maintain!. Create eye-
catching, VALUABLE content, and post
it when they need it most.

Generate Reviews
Ask previous customers to write a
review or post a video testimonial for
your business. People listen to people.
Reviews are your brands best friend.

Online Evolution
Assess how you business can serve its
customers ONLINE. Shifting some of
your operations online such as online
courses/classes will streamline your
revenue and make your time spent
more efficient.



Must have
captions

Low risk

Money back guarantee
Cancel anytime
Refundable
No strings attached
No questions asked

Brand
authority

Best selling ____
Loved by ____
Respected
Join #members
Proven

Scarcity

Last chance
Limited offer
Sale ends soon
Get them before they're gone
Only __ spots left

Exclusive

Be one of the few
VIP
Get it before everyone else
Secret



NETWORKING

Partner up with other businesses in your local community
or your specific industry to create a referral network of
customers

Actively participate in online groups or reach out and
connect with like minded people and brands. Build a
community within your niche to share your knowledge and
expertise.

Recommend and support local small businesses by leaving
reviews, resharing content or pages

Strength in numbers



Content ideas
Stay relevant & consistent



Did you learn
something

new?
Tag us on your IG story

@dscreativemarketing so

I can repost you!
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Got questions?Reach out to us on social
media & we would behappy to help!


